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Your Free Wrap today is based on extracts
from this week’s Edition 581 of Jim Berg’s
‘Investing & Online Trading’ Stock Report

Review of 26 Closed Signals Trades in August

(Part 3)

By Jim Berg and John Atkinson
1. Introduction

Over the last two weeks, in Editions 579 and 580 of our weekly ‘Investing & Online Trading
Report’ we featured the daily charts for all of the 26 notional trades from Jim’s Australian
Trading Signals Service which were closed during August 2016.
For comparison purposes, where applicable, we also added the charts and results of the
corresponding Exits for those notional trades using the same Entry Signals – when managed as
Investing Signals using weekly charts. For those positions which were still open as at 31 st
August 2016, we included comments as to their open profit/loss status at that time.
Please refer to the Introduction commencing Page 2 in Edition 579 for more info.

2. Aims
The following recaps the principles and aims of Jim’s common sense ‘Weight-of-Evidence’
approach:
1. Big Picture: Wait for a confirmed overall rising market, i.e. without Jim’s ‘Caution’ in
place in our Report
2. Which Shares to Buy:
a)

In strong markets, preference to combine fundamental & technical
analysis, e.g. using Oraclescan and experts picks/ Momentum
Picks, etc. together with Jim’s JB Volatility Indicators

b)

Must be in a rising trend by Jim’s 3 trend criteria

c)

Wait for a correction within that rising trend

d)

Must pass confirm Jim’s 4 strict entry criteria

3. Trade Management:
In our Report and other resources, Jim teaches two time frames:
3.1

Short Term Trading:


Managed using daily charts



Initial Stop, Adjusted Stop and Trailing Stop used to minimise losses
and protect profits, with exits triggered in 1-2 days



JB Profit Taker and Profit Target for short term profit taking



Aims to:
 Keep losses to max. 10% and preferably 1-5% and
 Grab 10-15 % profits in about a month
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Longer Term Investing


Managed using weekly charts



Weekly Initial Stop, Weekly Trailing Stop used to minimise losses and
protect profits, with exits triggered in 1-2 weeks



Emergency Stop added (once trailing stop is in place) to save
investors waiting for 2 weeks if the price falls quickly, with exit
triggered in 1 day



Short term profit taking does not apply



Aims to:



Keep losses to max. 10% and preferably 1-5% and
‘Let profits run’ if trend continues to rise

Losses are normal in trading and investing, as it is impossible to be consistently profitable all
of the time.
To test and measure the profitability of a Trading or Investing Plan, Jim recommends to
tabulate as many ‘paper’ and ‘real’ trades over as large a time period as possible, in order to
develop a statistically representative sample.
Jim suggests 2 Key Performance Indicators (KPI) for profitability - to ideally aim to achieve:
i)

A success rate of at least 50% for beginners and preferably 65% for
more experienced traders and investors in stronger markets
(i.e. by definition, expect losses to occur 35% to 50% of the time)

ii)

A Profit-Loss Ratio of 2: 1 or better, i.e. Profits to be at least twice the
losses

3) 2016 Overview
In Australia, the ASX200 (XJO) has been in a rising trend since 6th May 2016, but Jim has had
a ‘Caution’ in place in our weekly mentoring-style Report - due to his concern of the charts’
divergence from the Banking Index (XBAJ). As a result, in our Report:
1. Our notional short term trading Report has remained closed, in line with the practice we
have adopted since we launched our Report in 2005, i.e. the portfolio is open only if the
overall market is in a confirmed rising trend.
2. However, in recent months, by request we have posted JB Alert Signals for the USA and
Australian markets; “….for the benefit of those Report Members who wish to look for
potential entries themselves in these markets.”
For Jim’s Australian Trading Signals and Investing Signals Services we have continued to post
Entry and Exit Signals, along with additional Caution warnings. Since the rising trend began in
May 2016:
1. The priority for fundamental analysis was downgraded in preference to locating shares
from:
a. Jim’s monthly ‘Momentum Picks’, as published in our weekly Report and from
b. Throughout the whole market - with a market cap of at least $350 million
and which are in rising trends and match all of Jim’s documented entry criteria.
2. The general timing of when to switch from an Initial Stop to Trailing Stop generally was
changed when the market is in a falling trend or ‘Caution’ period (see Page 21 in Edition
577 for details).
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3. In our weekly Report, Jim originally developed his 16 Day Trading Rules to switch Stops
if the Initial Stop is still in place after 16 Days. For his Signals Service, this was
increased to 30 days to give shares more time (again see Page 21 in Edition 577 for
details).
In Edition 574 we presented the results for the 10 Trading Signals notional trades which were
closed in July, with a 90% success rate - which far exceeded the KPI target of 50% success
rate for beginners in a good market, or 65% for more experienced traders above.
We explained that these results were achieved after the Brexit decision in late June and during
the July rally which followed the traditional sell-off in June.

4) August 2016
During August, the market retraced. In particular, in Editions 579 and 580 we drew attention
to increased volatility and some unusually large gaps down overnight (primarily associated
with seasonal reporting).
In particular, we showed the 4 very unusually large trade losses for our Investing Signals in
August, similar to that which we first experienced with another in July (see Ed 574), resulting
in 4 early exits and trade losses closer to -20% than Jim’s target of -10% or less.
In Edition 579 we highlighted;
“The percentages above refer to the Trade Profits and Trade Losses, i.e. the
percentage profit or loss on the amount invested on each trade.
We also need to consider the amount of profit or loss each position generates as
a percentage of the whole portfolio.
Most Money and Risk Management books specify that each position should not
put at risk more than 2% of the total portfolio.
For those traders and investors who use the 2% Rule, sometimes they will have
some trades which may fall much more than expected, at which time their
portfolio losses will be considerably larger than their targeted 2% portfolio risk.
Jim’s approach is deliberately more conservative for this Report and his Signals
Service - because his individual trade loss of 10% equates to NOT 2%, but
actually1.25%. …..How?
Consider a $100k portfolio split into 8 equal positions of $12,500k, so each
position comprises 12.5% of the portfolio.
If any trade is exited at a 10% trade loss, this equates to 10% x 12.5% of the
portfolio =1.25%
As mentioned above, individual trade losses may hopefully be closer to 1 to 5%,
so the impact of such losses on the whole portfolio is often far less than 1% and
considerably less than the 2% usually quoted by other educators.
Correspondingly, for those weekly trades which were exited at close to 20% in
August, while being significantly more than usual, each impacted about 20% x
12.5%, or 2.5% on the whole portfolio.”
However, also during August, several notional trades were closed with good notional profits, as
detailed in Jim’s charts in Editions 579 and 580 and summarised in Table 1:
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TABLE 1

{# Please Note:
1. Stock codes and details of Jim Berg’s Trading Rules are excluded from Sample Editions of the Report. They
are presented in full to subscribing Report Members.}
2. All percentages shown are % of the amount invested per trade. The past performance of STE products is not and should not
be taken as an indication of future performance. Caution should be exercised in assessing past performance. STE’s service,
like all other financial services, is subject to market forces and unpredictable events that may adversely affect its future
performance. Clients may not all achieve the exact same return, based on trade selection, timing, market volume and other
market factors

Table 2 summarises these closed notional trades from Jim’s Trading Signals Service in August,
based on notional $12,500 positions:
TABLE 2
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Of the 11 notional losses, 9 were under Jim’s targeted 10% maximum of money invested, one
was -10.9% and one was -14%. The latter was equivalent to 1.74% of a notional $100k
portfolio, i.e. 0.5% more than the 1.25% targeted by Jim, but still under the 2% limit
recommended in other educators’ money & risk management books.
Of the 15 notional profits, 7 achieved profit targets 10% to 15% in 4.6 to 11.4 weeks, while
the other profits were locked in using Jim’s Trailing Stop.
As mentioned above, to test and measure the profitability of a Trading or Investing Plan, Jim
recommends to tabulate as many ‘paper’ and ‘real’ trades over as large a time period as
possible, in order to develop a statistically representative sample. Table 3 therefore updates
the results from Edition 574. It now shows the notional results for all the closed Trading
Signals in 2016 -2017, as at 31st August.
TABLE 3

Please Note: All percentages shown are % of the amount invested per trade. The past performance of STE products is not and should
not be taken as an indication of future performance. Caution should be exercised in assessing past performance. STE’s service, like all
other financial services, is subject to market forces and unpredictable events that may adversely affect its future performance. Clients
may not all achieve the exact same return, based on trade selection, timing, market volume and other market factors

There was a record number of new Entry Signals in Jim’s Trading and Investing Signals
Services during July and August**, so obviously from a money and risk management
perspective alone, it was not physically possible for any individual trader or investor to enter
all of them.
However, Table 3 above shows the results for 2016-2017, as at 31st August, exceed Jim’s two
suggested Key Performance Indicators (KPI) for overall profitability, as explained on Page 2.
Next week, we will also look at the closed and open notional trades from Jim’s Investing
Signals Service during August 2016.
**Latest update:
For the first time since 30 June (i.e. just after the end of year and Brexit decision & before the July rally), following the
end Aug-Sept reporting season and the recent correction in the XJO, there were 7 new Entry Signals posted for Trading
& Investing Signals Members’ review and research, ahead of the ASX Open on Monday 19 September.

Click on these links for more info on Jim Berg’s Australian:
1. Trading Signals Service and
2. Investing Signals Service
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Learn How to Confidently
Trade & Invest With Help from Jim Berg

We trust you have enjoyed reading this extract from our weekly ‘Investing & Online Trading’
Report? If you have any queries/ feedback, feel free to Contact Us.
Jim Berg’s mission is to help you become a better trader and investor, using his:
1. Common sense ‘Weight-of-Evidence’ approach
2. World famous JB Volatility Indicators and
3. Profitable Strategies that really work
all developed and tested over 30 years.
Jim’s weekly mentoring- style Report is designed to:
A. Help you hone your trading and investing skills and
B. Build your confidence and abilities
so you will be best prepared to take maximum advantage of rising trends.
Our aim is to help you learn:


How to select WHICH shares to buy



Precisely WHEN to Buy and, most importantly, to know



WHEN to SELL -- with confidence.

There is no lock-in contract, so you can cancel at any time.

Become a Member of Jim’s weekly ‘Investing & Online Trading’ Report today
and you will also receive a special Bonus Welcome Package.

For more info, Click Here Now ===>
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Have You Watched Your
3 FREE Trading Video Mini Course
from Jim Berg yet?
Tap into Jim Berg's
30 years' stock &
share trading &
investing experience
Click on this link now to watch:
Your Free Trading Video #1 of 3 

Customer Caution Notice and Copyright
General Advice Warning: This document is a tool to assist you in your personal judgment. It is not designed to replace your Licensed Financial
Consultant or your Stockbroker. In preparing this document, Jim Berg as Authorised Representative (AR No. 322724) and
ShareTradingEducation.com (“STE”), as Corporate Authorised Representative (CAR No. 322726) of Longhou Capital Markets Pty Ltd (“LCM”) AFSL
292464, have not taken into account the investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs of any particular investor, because readers
come from diverse backgrounds, with diverse objectives and financial situations.
Because of that, the customer should, before acting on the advice, consider the appropriateness of the advice, having regard to their objectives,
financial situation and needs; and, if the advice relates to the acquisition, or possible acquisition of a particular financial product, the customer
should obtain a Product Disclosure Statement or offer document relating to the product and consider the Statement before making a decision
about whether to acquire the product.
As this information is of a general nature only, you should seek advice from your broker or other investment advisors as appropriate before taking
any action. In particular, this may include consultation with your Taxation Advisor regarding any possible taxation implications from selling stocks,
shares, Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) or other instruments. (ShareTradingEducation.com P/L is not a registered tax agent and any reference to
tax is incidental and must be confirmed with a registered tax agent).The decision to trade and the method of trading is for the reader to decide.
STE and/or LCM and its officers, employees, agents, associates and alliance partners (“Associates”) may have or may obtain an interest in the
securities referred to in this letter and will receive commissions, brokerage and other fees from dealing in the securities or advising in respect of
the proposed listing of the securities. LCM and/or STE believe that the information contained in this letter was accurate at the time it was
compiled.
Performance Caution: Direct investing in the stock market can result in financial loss. The past performance of STE products is not and should
not be taken as an indication of future performance. Caution should be exercised in assessing past performance. STE’s service, like all other
financial services, is subject to market forces and unpredictable events that may adversely affect its future performance.
Jim Berg and STE believe that the information contained in this document was accurate at the time it was compiled. However, results reflect
absolute trading stop loss discipline. Any projections made in this document are estimates only and no representation is being made that any
account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown. Stock tips, buy or sell recommendations are not provided in this
document.
All case study trades are notional examples using reasonably attainable entry and exit points. Results reflect absolute trading stop loss discipline.
Unlike an actual performance record, simulated results do not represent actual trading. Also, since the trades have not actually been executed,
the results may have over or under compensated for impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity
Copyright: The information contained in this document is copyright © 2016 and for the sole use of trial and prepaid readers. It cannot be
circulated to other readers without the permission of the ShareTradingEducation.com. Contributed material reflects the personal opinion of the
authors and is not necessarily those of the publisher. Articles accurately reflect the personal views of the authors. Sharetradingeducation.com is
an independent financial education organization and research is supported by subscription fees and affiliate rebates.
OFFICES: Copacabana, NSW 2251, Australia and Glen Iris, Victoria 3146, Australia.
.

Disclosure of Interest: LCM/STE and their associates and authors of the Investing & Online Trading Report© team may hold shares in the
companies featured in this Report. Further Conditions are specified in the Terms and-Conditions at www.sharetradingeducation.com.

Did You Enjoy today’s Traders’ & Investors’ Wrap? If so,
Please email this on and share it with your friends

They'll appreciate it and so will we! Please do not spam, thank you.
If you have been sent this by a friend, we invite you to sign up to our
complimentary Traders’ & Investors’ Club
at www.ShareTradingEducation.com - to receive your:




Your FREE Checklist ‘7 Pitfalls to Avoid in the Stock Market’
Future copies of our periodical Wrap - sent directly to you, with our compliments
Many unadvertised Bonus Gifts
To YOUR Success - from Jim Berg and the ShareTradingEducation.com team
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